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Title word cross-reference

2 [TJZ+13], 3 [TJZ+13]. $\alpha [ZH05]$. $k [Amm13, SCWC13]$.

-coverage [Amm13, SCWC13]. -lifetime [ZH05].

2 [XDX+14].

802.15.4 [PEFSV13, PFJ13].

algorithmic [Su07]. Algorithms [TJLK14, BLWY06, CKL+09, Dji10, MAG13, NEKK12, ZSG09]. Alive [BR15].

Analysis [BQB+11, DIE14, LCC10, RDR07, ZJZ12, CKL+09, JTS09, JKS+10, PFJ13, WKA14, ZK07, ZBA07]. Analytic [LPR09].


Application [KKRR15, LHRM09, WZL08, IBS+10]. Application-specific [IBS+10].

Applications [RFB+14, TJLK14, ACG+13, CHN+13, CC08, LM10a, LM10b, LS10, SPK+10, ZSG09]. applying [YPW+13].

Approach [KPRH14, SGR15, ABM13, EGG13, HM07b, IR12, KBD14, LS10, NJS05, Su07, VAC13, WWLX13, XRH+13, ZLGG10]. approaches [EFI+10]. approximately [Kal10].

Approximation [Dji10]. architecture [PGG+10]. Area [Hau14, LFNS14, CJLS11, HM07b, HR13, KNSM14, LYG+13, YSM08].


Assurance [WRYL11]. asymmetry [SAZ10, ZK07]. Asymptotic [VMS10]. Asynchronous [ELR08, HY07, LLL14, WLD10].

Attacks [LWCJ14, CKL+09, LPV+09, NZR10, NLD08, PX13, XWDN12, ZJSN07]. Attestation [KBD13]. audio [LCH+09].

augmented [SPK14]. authentication [NLD08, WDLN09, XWDN12, ZJSN07]. authenticity [ADF12]. Auto [KRP15].

AutoWitness [GPL+12]. availability [ADF12]. avoidance [WEC11]. aware [DL09, FS13, GAJ+06, HR13, LCC10, HBLR05].

balancing [LP08, LKA10]. bandwidth [CHN+13, CRW07, EMBP12].

bandwidth-constrained [CRW07]. Barrier [FLS+14, CLX09]. base [SH09].

Based [AH14, EY14, KRP15, LWCJ14, NGBB14, SMR+14, SZG+15, YSK+15, AAA06, BLWY06, CLSW12, EMBP12, GCRB12, GBS08, HM07a, HCTX09, JHU+13, KBD14, KKK08, KPS12, KAS+10, LGW09, LND08, MS12, NEKK12, NJS05, PDMJ10, SGM08, TJS+13, TXC+13, TBL07, VG10, VAC13, YH13, ZKS10, ZJX10, ZBA07, BHA+13].

bases [JLYG13]. Bayesian [NP12, ORRJ12]. beamforming [FLJ+13].


Blueprints [LSW14]. Body [Han14, LGY+13, VG10]. bogus [XWDN12]. both [HTW07]. bound [ZHO5].

boundary [SSGM10, ZBA07]. Bounds [Bra07]. breach [CRW07]. Bringing [HS15]. broadcast [JROH09, NLD08, SGM08, WDLN09, XWDN12]. broadcasting [HM07a].

buffering [LCC10]. bugs [KLA+14]. building [ECPC14, KOD+14, SCL+14]. bulk [GCRB12].

cache [PA05]. CAG [YS07]. Calibrating [KNSM14]. calibration [DRC06, TXY+13].

CAMA [DRW+14]. Camera [TAT14, TMAP14, CHN+13, DRC06, ES12, ELYR14, IW14, KNSM14, MCT14, SPK14, ST12, WL14, WC13]. cameras [EGG13].

Campaigns [DD11]. Can [LSW14]. cane
[CJS11, PSB+14]. Cross [KPRH14].
Cross-Layer [KPRH14]. crowded [KQ12].
CTP [GFJ+13]. Current [BJR15]. cuts
[SST08]. Cycle
[GLS+14, PEFSV13, SPK14, WWLX13].
Cycled [BGMP15, SSC+10, YH13].
Cycling [LLL14, NK15, JCC+13]. cyclist
[EML+09].

D [TJZ+13, TJZ+13]. D/ [TJZ+13]. Data
[ADF12, BYD+15, CTW+15, DD11, DDA11,
GZZ+14, HBK14, HLN+11, HCL15,
LLX+14, LWCJ14, LC14a, PSB+14, SCL+14,
SX1+15, SG11, WRYL11, WBS14, XAKV15,
Amm13, AAA06, CDGC12, CCM09, CC11,
CNMH08, CGD12, CudVY13, FLJ+13,
GCBLO6, GND08, JHU+13, JP06, Kal10,
KBD13, KLI12, KLA+14, KVI+13, LM10a,
LM10b, LKA10, LK09, MDC+09, NRC+09,
NP12, MDM+13, ORJ12, PA05, PH10,
RKW+06, SG10, TXV+13, TJWK13, WL14,
WQL08, WLD10, ZK10, ZJX10, ZSN07].

Data-Anomaly [DD11]. Data-Centric
[HCL15, CudVY13]. Data-driven [LC14a].
data-rate [LM10a, LM10b]. datasets
[SGG10]. DCS [CudVY13]. Dealing
[NZR10]. Decentralized [HCT06, KRJ09].
Defending [LWCJ14, XTZ08]. Delay
[KPK12, VRSS15, WWLX13]. delays
[LWLS12]. Delivery [PSB+14, PH10].
demand [KPB+08]. dense [NEKK12].
denser [JSBN+12]. density [CJS11].
Dependable [WRYL11]. deployed
[Amm13]. deploying [GRE+07].

Deployment
[DDL09, DNM+12, JSBN+12, KC14, LN05,
MPS10, OBB+13, RRO9, SCW13].
Deployment-aware [DDL09]. deprivation
[SZZC08]. Derived [KCL13]. Design
[BR15, DEM+12, HBC+09, LCH+09,
OBB+13, ODCH13, RFB+14, XDX+14,
CK09, TBL07, ZSG09]. designs [RR09].

Detecting [GZZ+14, SST08]. Detection
[DD11, LZZ+15, SDC10, Bra07, CGVC06,
KBD14, KC14, KPK12, LPR09, NP12,
PC10, TXC+13, TTBB14, WEC11, WRS10,
ZDW+10, dLM14, SGG10]. detector
[GAJ+06]. determine [RMB+10].
Deterministic [BDO14, BQB+11, SC15].

Developing [SMR+14, GRE+07].
development [ODCP13]. devices
[KNSM14, MKK+13]. Diagnosis [YSK+15].

Diagnostic [SEZA1]. differences [XRS10].
diffusion [Gel07, NGSA08]. Digraphs
[KKRR15]. Dimensioning [JKS+10].

Directed [JROH09, EFI13, KKS+10].
Directional [TYB+14, ZJZ12]. discovery [ZVPS10].
disk [FKMS06]. Disruptive [SX+15].
dissemination [FLJ+13]. distance
[KAS09, SS13, YJW13].
distance-sensitive [KASD09]. distances
[XRS10]. distortion [GCBL06, VMS10].

Distributed
[BYD+15, BJR15, CVY09, CPH06, DRC06,
HTW07, LWLS12, LH09, LWCJ14, SGG13,
SGB15, VRSS15, WL14, WBS10, YM14,
YLL13, ABM13, CNMH08, ELYR14, FS13,
FKMS06, GJNC+14, KC14, KSD09, PG09,
TMAP14, WC09, WC12, ZVPS10, ZS06].

Distribution [CTW+15, SPK+10, ZW05].
distributions [SZG13]. diversity
[KAR+14]. Doppler [KAS+10]. Downtime
[SXD+15]. Downward [KJP+15]. Drift
[KRP15]. driven
[LC14a, SPK+10, ZGHZ12]. droplet
[LCC+13]. DualMOP [KJP+15]. Duty
[BGMP15, GLS+14, LLL14, PEFSV13,
JCC+13, SSC+10, SPK14, WWLX13, YH13].

Duty-Cycle
[GLS+14, PEFSV13, WWLX13].

Duty-Cycled [BGMP15, SSC+10, YH13].

Duty-Cycling [LLL14]. DutyCon
[WWLX13]. Dynamic [DD11, FM15,
GM14, Lam15, NC10, RKW+06, SGB15,
WRYL11, ZKS10, IR12, KBD14, WWLX13].

earthquake [TXC+13]. eavesdropping
[FX13]. economic [ELYR14]. ECPC
Effect [DRW+14]. efficiency [FLFW13, SYL09, VAC13, WIF+11].

Efficient

CCMT09, DRW+14, DCBL15, GNDC08, HKPK14, NGBB14, NZLH15, PBM11, PCPK14, ZSKH08, CNMH08, CLH+13, CGD12, DDHC+12, FLJ+13, GCRB12, GCBL06, GFJ+13, HKL+06, JCC+13, KPB+08, KGGK11, KW09, LPV+09, LDZ13, LFS09, MP10, Su07, TJWK13, TBL07, VG10, WEC11, WBS10, WLD10, ELR08, ZSJ06.
eigenvector [CLS12]. Elements [DAA11]. elephants [GSW09]. Elliptical [RBLP09].

Embedded

DCBL15, IV12, LJY+10, MKK+13, SSC+10. empirical [SDTL10]. Emstar [GRE+07].

Enabled [KOD+14]. encrypted [CCMT09]. End [YSK+15, WWLX13]. end-to-end [WWLX13]. Energy

BD014, ECP014, FLJ+13, JCC+13, KOD+14, KPB+08, KW09, LPV+09, LLLL14, NZLH15, PA05, SPK+10, TJWK13, TBL07, VAC13, WEC11, WLD10, ZMVR14, ABM13, CNMH08, CLH+13, CGD12, FLFW13, GAJ+06, HKL+06, HLTC06, HR13, Kal10, LP08, LDZ13, LFS09, SYL09, SGM08, SS13, Su07, SC12, WBS10, WIF+11, WXW+05, YPW+13, ZGHZ12]. energy-aware [GAJ+06, HR13]. Energy-conserving [PA05, HLTC06]. Energy-driven [SPK+10].

Energy-Efficient

NZLH15, FLJ+13, JCC+13, KPB+08, KW09, LPV+09, TJWK13, TBL07, WEC11, WLD10, CNMH08, CLH+13, CGD12, HKL+06, LDZ13, LFS09, WBS10].

Energy-Fairness [LLL14].


Environment [LFNS14, GRE+07].

Environmental

DD11, ACG+13, IBS+10, ORRJ12. Environments [GM14, KMS+10, WX08]. epidemic [DLD09]. equal [MPC+10].
equally [NCV10]. Error

PPM15, VRSR15, AAA06. error-based [AAA06]. Error/Erasure [VRSR15]. Errors [GZZ+14]. establishment [HM07b].

Estimation [KRP15, SMR+14, WWL15, BKM+12, CK09, FS13, KQ12, LWSL12, SAZ10, SC12, VMS10, WDL12].


Face [HBLR05]. Face-Aware [HBLR05].

Fading [GM14]. Failure [KB14]. Fairness [LLL14]. false [CDGC12, ZSN14]. FAR [HBLR05]. Fault [LMP14, NRC+09, NP12].

Fault-Tolerant [LMP14]. faults [SGG10]. Faulty [GZ+14]. features [LC14a].

Fidelity [CTW+15]. field [Dji10, MRM09, WLZ13, WLD12, XRH+13, ZW05, ZSG09].

Fields [TJL14]. filtering [CDGC12].

Filters [TCB+14]. Fingerprints [KK15].

finite [ENP13]. Flash [LLX+14].

Flash-Optimized [LLX+14]. flat [CK13].


formation [VAC13]. Forward [KKRR15]. Forward-Secure [KKRR15]. Forwarding [Den09, WBS14, HCXT09, LFS09, SGM08]. Framework [FM15, HKPK14, NK14, NZLH15, CA06, CC11, CGD12, GBS08, HZ05, KBD13, KT11, MS09, SPK14].

Free [ZLW+15, HCXT09, TJZ+13].

Frequency [LWCJ14, ACG+13].

Frequency-Based [LWCJ14]. ftTRACK [LMP14]. full [WC13]. full-view [WC13].
Fusion [HBKP14, TXC+13, ZDW+10, RKW+06, TXY+13]. Fusion-based [TXC+13]. future [RKW+06].

game [ABM13, VAC13, YLL13].
game-theoretic [VAC13]. Gathering [HCL15, Amm13, CGD12, GCBL06, GNDC08, Kal10, WLD10]. Gauss [KLC13].

Geometric [WS14, ZSKH08]. geometric [ABM06, NEKK12]. geometry [XRS10].

Geospatial [KRP15]. GINSENG [OBB+13]. go [SYOY12], goals [LHRM09].


Group [LND08, CLS12, MPS10, RR09]. Group-based [LND08]. grouping [RKJ09].

Guaranteed [WS14]. guaranteeing [CLX09]. guarantees [WWLX13].

handover [ELYR14]. HDACS [XAKV15].

healing [PMST12]. Health [BWCW14].

Heartbeat [KAH+10]. heterogeneity [Amm13]. Heterogeneous [SGB15, BCL+12, GRE+07, LP06, LPR09, LSW06, RKJ09]. hidden [LCC+13].

Hierarchical [SZG11, XAKV15, IV12, LDZ13]. High [CTW+15, PCPK14, YSK+15, ACG+13, GBS08]. High-End [YSK+15].

High-Fidelity [CTW+15]. high-frequency [ACG+13]. High-Rate [PCPK14]. hoc [CVY09, DRC06, KPK12, LYG+13, NJ105, PR10, S113]. Home [LSW14].


ES12, HBC+09, PFJ13]. hypothesis [AAA06].


inertia [YPW+13]. Information [CDGC12, HLN+11, BKS13, BGJ09, KVI+13, MS09, ORRJ12, SSM10, Su07]. information-seeking [KVI+13].

Information-theoretic [CDGC12]. informative [KGGK11]. infrastructure [MWS08]. initialization [LYG+13].

initiated [DDHC+12]. injection [ZSJN07]. insertion [XWDN12]. instantiation [ZCLJ14]. Integrated [XWZ+05, HKL+06]. Integrity [WRLL+11, GBS08]. interaction [SSC+10]. interactive [KLA+14].

interference [BNG12, XTZ08, ZCLJ14]. Interleaved [ZSJN07]. interpolation [LS10]. interrelational [RKJ09].

Introduction [Zha05]. IODetector [LZZ+15]. IR [TAT14]. irregular [CK13]. irregularity [ZHKS06].

jamming [LPV+09, SDC10]. Joint [Amm13].

kernel [NJS05]. kernel-based [NJS05]. Key [KKRR15, MPS10, PCPK14, RR09, HM07b, LYG+13, LN05, LND08, MWS08, TP07, WDLN09]. knowledge [LN05].
Large [TJLK14, VRSR15, WS14, CJS11, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, KSMH13, KPB+08, LWG09, MB09, PCR13, PH10, TJZ+13, ZH05, JS06].

Large-Scale [TJLK14, VRSR15, WS14, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, KSMH13, KPB+08, LWG09, MB09, PCR13, PH10, TJZ+13, JS06]. Latency [BYD+15, LP08, WRS10]. Layer [KPRH14, DDHC+12, HWT+11, LPV+09, NJS06].

Layers [KPRH14]. LEAP [ZSJ06]. Learning [LC14b, NJS05]. Least [SSZC08].


Localization [BGJ09, EY14, KVI+13, ZLW+15, ZBA07, BLW06, CKL+09, CV09, CPH06, CLS12, EFT+10, JR08, JCC+13, KQ14, KMS+10, LP05, LWG09, LP09, LH09, NEK12, NJS05, PG09, TJZ+13, WX08, XBWX13, XR10, YJWL13, ZL1G10, ZGT11].

Localized [LSW06, MS12, PR10].


cost [CHN+13].

Low-complexity [GJNC+14, MB09].

Low-Cost [TAT14, ODCP13].

Low-Latency [BYD+15]. low-level [CRY+10]. Low-Power [DRW+14, DDHC+12, IV12, ODCP13, PH10, SDTL10, ZK07].

Low-Stretch-Guaranteed [WS14]. Lower [KPRH14].

MAC [DDHC+12, GCRB12, LM10a, LM10b, LPV+09, LFS09, NGBB14, QM13, RDR07, SC15, YH13]. Machine [HCL15].


MIMO [NK4]. Min [YM14]. mine [LL09]. Minimum [WWXY13, XLZ+07, Dji10, FKMS06, Kal10].


mobicast [HBLR05]. Mobile [DDA11, SZG+15, Bra07, CSA06, EML+09, FLFW13, KKP+07, KS1M14, KAS+10, LCC+13, RMB+10, ZZZC08, WRS10, WLZ13].

Mobility [Hau14, NGBB14, Amm13].

Navigation [LR05, KA10]. Near [JKK08, LKA10]. Near-lifetime-optimal [LKA10]. Near-optimal [JKK08]. nest [KA10]. Network [BJR15, BQB+11, KOD+14, KAAF13, KK15, KJP+15, LZAH+15, BLWY06, BNG12, CK09, CSA06, CRY+10, CLS12, DEM+12, ELR08, EGG13, ES12, GAJ+06, HKL+06, HBC+09, HTW07, HR13, IBS+10, KBD13, KT11, KVI+13, KASD09, KNSM14, LP08, LPV+09, LCH+09, MCT14, NJS05, NRC+09, NP12, ORRJ12, TLRE13, TBL07, WZL08, ZLGG10, ZSG09, ZGT11, ZGHZ12].

Networked [DCBL15, GM14, MKK+13, ZCLJ14]. Networking [ZMVR14]. Networks [AH14, BYD+15, BGMP15, BR15, DRW+14, DAA11, EY14, GLS+14, GZZ+14, HBPK14, Hau14, HCL15, KPRH14, KKRR15, KRP15, Lam15, LMP14, LLL14, LZAH+15, JWCJ14, NGBB14, NK15, NK14, PPM15, PSB+14, PCPK14, RFB+14, SZG11, SCL+14, SXD+15, SGB15, SG11, SZG+15, TLJK14, VRSR15, WWFX11, WS14, WBS14, XDX+14, YM14, YTB+14, ZLW+15, Amn13, ADF12, BKM+12, BCL+12, BKS13, BHA+13, Bra07, BG09, CJS11, CA06, CDGC12, CGVC06, CYS+10, CCM09, CC11, CLS12, CNM08, CLH+13, CHX+13, CRW07, CVY09, CDR08, CGD12, CK13, CPH06, CCJ0, DLD09, Den09, DRC06, DD09, DABR10, DIE14, ELR08, EPNF13, ELRY14, EMBP12, FLJ+13, FT06, FLFW13, GCRB12, GSW09, GBS08, GSL10, GRE+07, GFJ+13, GND08, HZGS05, HM07a, HWT+11, HTC+10, HY07, HBLR05, HLT06, HM07b, HCXT09, IW14, IR12, IV12, JKK08, JC12]. networks [JHU+13, JLYG13, JP06, JKS+10, JROH09, Ka10, KBD14, KXTZ09, KRP+07, KC14, KQ12, KQ14, KKK08, KPB+08, KW09, KAR+14, KMS+10, KA13, LDH06, LP05, LP06, LPR09, LWG09, LKA10, LR05, LSW06, LL09, LDZ13, LYG+13, LWSL12, LS10, LH09, LCC10, LN05, LWH+06, LND08, LFS09, MZWT10, MB09, MWS08, MS09, MPS10, MDC+09, MP10, MS12, MPC+10, MAG13, NGSA08, NEKK12, NLD08, NC10, OCDP13, PDM10, PG10, PGG+10, PBM11, PEFSV13, PG09, PC10, PKG08, PR10, PMST12, PCR13, PA05, PH10, QM13, RBLP09, RW+06, RBD13, RJL+10, RR09, SYL09, SAZ10, SZG13, SSGM10, SG08, SPK+10, SCWC13, SH09, SPK14, ST12, SS13, SST08, SYOY12, SZZC08, SD07, Su07, SG08.
null
[KXTZ09]. 

Pre [WBS14]. Pre-Forwarding [WBS14]. 

Prediction [BJR15, ECPC14, LC14b, AAA06, ELR08, ES12, LC14a, SYOY12]. predictive [SPK14]. predistribution [HM07b, LN05, LND08, MPS10, RR09, TP07]. Presence [GM14, EGG13]. 

Preserving [HLN+11, SXD+15, CC11, HLTC06]. prevalence [SGG10]. Primitive [SC15]. 

Principal [AH14]. prioritized [DIE14]. Privacy [HLN+11, CYS+10, CC11, KXTZ09, PX13]. 

Privacy-Preserving [HLN+11, CC11]. privilege [SZZC08]. probability [SGM08]. 


proportional-share [YYM+10]. protection [WZL07]. Protocol [KPRH14, WS14, GFJ+13, HCXT09, LFS09, PDMJ10, PG10, PFJ13, ZCLJ14]. 

Protocols [NGBB14, HLTC06, HTW07, LM10a, LM10b, LPV+09, LR05, YH13]. 

prototyping [LJY+10]. provably [CCMT09]. providing [LHRM09]. 

Provisioning [SGB15]. Proximity [SKM+11, SMMS09]. public [MWS08, WDLN09]. public-key [MWS08]. 

purposeful [Amm13]. 

Quality [DXL+15, LC14b, SGB15, YYM+10, BKM+12, BKS13, CLX09, LHRM09, LC14a, MCT14]. 

Quality-of-Service [SGB15]. 

Quantization [SC12]. quasi [NCV10]. 

quasi-equally [NCV10]. Query [CYS+10]. radii [ZDG09]. Radio 

[BKM+12, KAR+14, GPL+12, JCC+13, ODCP13, XTZ08, ZHK06]. radioactive [CRY+10]. Radius [BGMP15, BCL+12]. 

radon [JLYG13]. Random [KKRR15, CGD12, CUDVY13, Gel07, HY07, NEKK12, NZR10, ZW05]. randomly [LWSL12]. Range [ZLW+15, PR10]. 


Rechargeable [SCG+15, JKK08]. recognition [SGM10, YYSL08]. 


Regions [SMR+14]. rekeying [CLSW12]. Related [RFB+14]. Relay [NK15]. 

reliability [KBD13]. Reliable [MP10, PH10, GFJ+13, KAAF13, KAR+14, PG10]. 


reproduction [HR13]. reprogramming [KB+08, KW09, MP10, TLRE13]. 


Road-RSense [SMR+14]. Robin [SC15].
Robots [LFNS14, TAT14]. Robust [KGGK11, PPM15, PG09, XBWX13, DABNR10, GFJ+13, NGS08, LP05].

Robustness [CKL+09], rooms [YPW+13], Round [SC15]. Routing [GLS+14, KJP+15, WS14, BGJ09, CA06, IV12, KT11, KLC13, KSMH13, LP08, PKS08, SZG13, TYD+07, XRH+13, YH13, ZSKH08, HBLR05]. RPL [KJP+15]. RSA [CLSW12]. RSSI [BHA+13]. RSSI-based [BHA+13]. rules [ZDW+10].

Sampling [BNG12, WWL15, ACG+13, GSW09, KRJ09, LS10, LWH+06, WLD10]. sampling-interpolation [LS10]. SARA [BCL+12]. Saturation [PPM15]. saving [SGM08]. Scalable [CA06, GCRB12, GJNC+14]. Scale [TJLk14, VSR15, WS14, CDR08, HBLR05, HM07b, KSMH13, KBP+08, LWG09, MB09, PPR13, PH10, TJJ+13, ZSJ06]. scaling [CPH06]. Schedules [PSB+14]. Scheduling [BYD+15, WWL15, CNMH08, FS13, LDZ13, SG10, TYD+07, YYM+10]. scheme [CLSW12, KLJ12, KT11, RR09, WDLN09].


Self-Sufficient [BR15]. Semidefinite [BLWY06]. SenseCode [KAAF13]. Sensing [SMR+14, WWL15, XAKV15, YSK+15, EML+09, KPS12, NDM+13, PDMJ10, SPK14, WKA14, WLW12, ZCLJ14]. Sensing-Based [SMR+14]. sensitive [KASD09]. Sensor [AH14, BYD+15, BGMP15, BCL+12, BWCA14, BR15, BQB+11, CTW+15, CLS12, DDA11, DXL+15, EY14, GLS+14, GZZ+14, HBKP14, JTS09, KPRH14, KJD+14, KKKR15, KK15, KR15, Lam15, LMP14, LLX+14, LLL14, LZAH+15, NGBB14, NK15, NRC+09, NP12, PPM15, PX13, PSB+14, PCPK14, RF+14, RJL+10, SZG11, SCL+14, SG10, SXD+15, SGB15, SG11, SZG+15, TJK14, TC+14, VSR15, WX08, WRYL11, WWFX11, WS14, WBS14, XDH+14, YM14, ZLW+15, ZGT11, ZMVR14, Anni13, AAA06, ADF12, BKM+12, BKS13, BLWY06, BHA+13, BNG12, BGJ09, CJS11, CA06, CDGC12, CGVC06, CYS+10, CCMT09, CK09, CSA06, CC11, CLSW12, CNMH08, CLH+13, CHN+13, CRW07, CRD+10, CDR08, CGD12, CK13, CPH06, CCJ08, DLD09, Den09, DD09, Dji10, DABNR10, DIE14, DEM+12, ELR08, EFI+10, EGG13, ENPNF13, EMBP12, FL+13, FS13, FLFW13, GCRB12, GSW09].
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